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Surah 54 Surah Qamar

THE MOON

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QAMAR AND SURAH NAJM

Surah Najm proclaims that none but Allaah must be worshipped and accepted as an imposing

intercessor. Surah Qamar presents the proof for this truth. In verse 49, Allaah say that it is only He

Who has created everything to perfection. After Surah Qamar, all the other Surahs until Surah

Hadeed state their primary messages towards the end of each Surah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The beginning and ending of the Surah contain:

* Objections.

* Consolation for Rasulullaah
* Warnings.

* Glad tidings.

The body of the Surah contains

:

* Five illustrations of Allaah's punishment in this world

.

* A warning to the people of Makkah.

* The primary theme of the Surah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Qiyaamah has drawn close and the moon has been split (by Rasutulhah in Makkah

when the Mushrikeen requested him toperform this miracle) .

2. (However, the Mushrikeen are so stubborn that even) If they see any Aayah (a miracle demonstrating Allaah's

greatpower) they turn away and say that it is magic that will soon vanish.

®'5

3. They deny (whatever they are told) and they follow their whims (only what appeals to their desires)

whereas every matter is established (the truth will always remain the truth and falsehood will always

remainfalsehood regardless of whatpeople have to say) .

4. Indeed such news (about the destruction ofprevious nations) has come to them in which there

is sufficient warning to caution (them to mend their evil ways) .

5. Effective (complete) wisdom (has reached them through theAmbiyaa&M$& ), but the warnings (of

theAmbiyaa have not benefited (them because they refuse to believe theAmbiyaa

55

6 . So ignore them (because they will have to learn the error oftheir ways the hard way when Allaah's punishment or

Qiyaamah arrives) . (The Day ofQiyaamah will be) The day when the caller (the angel Israafeel shall

call (people) to a thing (resurrection and reckoning) that is unpleasant (for those guilty of kufr and sin) .
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7. Their gazes will be cast down (because of worry and shame for theirpast) and they shall emerge

from their graves (in a hurried and disorderlyfashion) as if they are scattered locusts. .

.

8 running towards the caller (towards the Plain ofReckoning where they will be called to accountfor their

actions). The Kaafiroon will say, “This is an extremely difficult day.”

©>vVb

9. The nation of Nooh rejected (Imaan) before them (the Mushrikeen ofMakkah). They

rejected Our servant (Nooh and said that he was a madman and he was

rebuked (threatened, insulted and shunned by them) .

10. So he made du'aa to his Rabb (saying), “Indeed I am overpowered so assist me
(avenge my cause and destroy them, leaving no Kaafir alive) .

”

1 1 . So (in reply to his du’aa) We opened up the doors of the sky to (with) torrential rains.

1 2 . And (in addition to the watersfrom the sky) We opened springs in the earth (from which more water

gushed forth) SO that the waters (raining from the sky and gushing from the earth) met for a matter

preordained (resulting in aflood aspunishmentfor them).

13. We carried him (Nooh $$$$&) on an ark of planks and nails (completed simply) ...

’4

14....which travelled (moved) under Our watch (Our protection). This was the reward for the
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one (Nooh who was not appreciated (by hispeople) .

15.

Verily We left it (the incident) as a lesson (sign), so is there anyone who will take heed

(learn a lessonfrom this incident)?
16.

How (severe) was My punishment and My warnings?

17.

Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple to take lesson from (to understand),

so is there any who will take lessons?

18. The Aad rejected (the message of Towheed that their Nabi Hood brought to them), SO how
(severe) was My punishment and warnings?

19. Verily We sent against them a furious wind during (eight) days (and seven nights) of

perpetual misfortune (until all were destroyed) .

©

20. It plucked up the people (and left them lying dead on the ground) as if they were uprooted

palm trunks.

2 1 . So how (severe) was My punishment and warnings?

22. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple from which to take lesson (to
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understand), so is there any who will take lessons?

•ASSES'
23. The Thamud rejected the (message ofTowheed brought by Our) Warners (the Ambiyaa ).

(By rejecting the message of their Nahi Saalih they actually rejected the message of all the Ambiyaa

because every Nabi brought the same message.)

24. They said, “If we were to follow a single solitary human (mortal) from among
ourselves, we would surely be in error and insane.

”

$

25 . “Has a revelation (advice) come only to him from among all of us (instead ofcoming to one

ofour affluentpeople)? No (he cannot be true) , he is but an arrogant liar.”

26. Tomorrow (soon) they shall come to know who is an arrogant liar. (They will soon learn

that it was they and not theNabi who was “an arrogant liar”).

27. (When the Thamud requested Saalih to bring a pregnant camelfrom a rock, he made du'aato Allaah Who

said to him,) “We shall certainly send the (she) camel as a test to them (to see which of them will

then believe that you are aNabi and who will not) SO watch them and be patient.”

28. “(When the she camel comes, then) Inform them that the (drinking) water (for their livestock) shall

be shared between them (between the miraculous camel and the rest of their livestock) and each should

present himself on his turn (the she camel having a day for herself and the rest of their livestock having the

next dayfor themselues) .
” (However, the people were dissatisfied with this arrangement and decided to have her killed.)

29. So they (the people) called for their companion (a notorious thug) who attacked (the camel)

and cut (her hamstring, causing her to die) .
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30. How (severe) was My punishment and warnings (when it came to them afterwards) ?

3 1 . Verily We sent against them a single shout (a deafening blastfrom the sky, which killed them all)

and they became like the rubble dry sticks (that are thrown away by one who builds enclosures for

cattle) (This is a proverb theArabs used to refer to something completely destroyed and useless) .

32.

Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple to take lesson from (to understand),

so is there any who will take lessons?

33.

The people of Loot rejected the warners ItheAmbiyaa .

34.

Verily We sent against them a powerful wind (of pebbles) that showered stones on

them, except for the family of Loot 5fMisSSt whom We rescued during the close (early

hours) of the last hour of the night.

'ft
>' > ’• >

35. This was a special favour (mercy) from Us (to the Mu'mineen because of their Imaan) . In this

manner (by saving themfrom punishment) do We reward the grateful ones.

36. He (Loot&S^) certainly warned them that We would seize (punish) them but (instead of

taking heed,) they started disputing about (making) the warnings.

3 7. (When Allaah sent some angels as guests to Loot f&fskfL to inform him about impending the punishment. ) They

(the people) attempted to seduce (commit sodomy with) his guests (the angels) so We obliterated

their eyes (blinded them as they tried) . (As this happened, they were told,) “Taste My punishment and

(the result of) My warnings!
”
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38. Without a doubt, during the early hours of the morning a punishment with long-

lasting effects afflicted them. (Stones were rained on them and their cities were lifted to the sky and flung

upside down.)

ifS 5 I < *

39. (it was said to them,) “So taste My punishment and (the result of) My warnings!”

> have

i

any who will take lessons?

C|

40. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple to take lesson from, so is there

41. Warners (Moosa and Haaroon S&SSSsE) definitely came to the people of Fir'oun.

42. (However, instead of taking heed,) They rejected every one of Our (nine) Aayaat so We seized

(punished) them with the grasp of One Who is Most Mighty and Powerful (from which they had

no escape).

43. Are your Kuffaar (in the present times) better than these people (of the past, which makes them

think that they will not be punished) Or do you (Kuffaar) have immunity (freedom from punishment which is

written) in the scriptures?

44. Or do they (the Kuffaar) say, “We are a victorious band (who can defend ourselves againstAllaah's

punishment) .

”

45. The band shall soon be defeated (by Allaah's punishment) and they will turn their backs

and flee (as the Kuffaar did in the Battles ofBadr andAhzaab).

4ZJ8
46. The fact is that Qiyaamah is their appointment (with truly severe punishment) and

Qiyaamah shall be most severe and most bitter (for them).

ol
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47. Indeed the criminals (the Kuffaar and sinners) are in error (inthis world) and (because of this, they

will be) in blazing fires fin theAakhirah).

48. (Let them not forget) The day when they shall be dragged into the Fire (of Jahannam) on

their faces (and it will be said to them) “Taste the touch of the Blaze!
”

49. We have certainly created everything by (finely calculated) measure (so that everything fulfils

the requirementsfor its task and so that everything happens when it is destined to happen) .

50. And (when We desire to make something happen) Our command (for it to take place) is but once like

the blinking of an eye. (It happens instantly and very quickly.)

5 1 . Verily We have destroyed (many) nations like yourselves (in the past and can do the same to

you ifyou choose to reject Imaan) SO is there any who will take heed (mend his ways and turn to Allaah) ?

52. Whatever they (the people of the past) did was (recorded) in the Books (in the records of their actions

so that nothing was omitted) .

53. (The records are so meticulous that) Every minor and major act is recorded (so a person cannot

hope to escape punishment based on insufficient evidence against him).

54. Verily those with Taqwa shall be (enjoying themselves) in Jannaat and in rivers. .

.

5 5.... in a grand place (Jannah) by the Powerful Sovereign (dose to Allaah).
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